Class of ‘84L

Reunion volunteer committee italicized

Alumni listed in red are currently registered to attend Law Alumni Weekend

Class Hotel – Sleep Inn & Suites – 95 Maury River Road (540) 463-6000

Ask for the W&L Law alumni rate and block of rooms.

Bill Alden
Karen Baker
Melanie Barber
Charlie Binger
Patti Black
Frederick Bogdan
Tom Booher
Geoffrey Bracken
Jeffrey Brooks
Jamie Canup
John Carpenter
Greg Conway
Lawrence Crowther
Grambeaux Currie
Robert Dickert
Carl Disque
Thomas Dix
Deborah Docs
Bo Drew
Jeff Epstein
Jim Falk
Jerry Fallon
Dolores Farmer
David Fletcher
Jane Fletcher
Jim Forte
Margaret Freund
Amy Frisk
Barry Gainey
John Gallagher
Paul Gerhardt
Michelle Gilbert
Laura Gockel
Peter Goldsmith
Katherine Goode

Terry Goodman
Mike Gould
Joy Gray
Jim Green
Debbie Hall
Catherine Hammond
Dave Hansen
Cliff Harrison
James Hicks
Bob Hornik
Kent Ihrig
Robin Jackson
Mary Johnston - Chair
Rob Jones
Lisa Joyeuzaz
Jonathan Keiler
Andrea Keller
David Kempers
Paul Kennedy
Stephen Kershner
Mark Kidd
Tim Kilgallon
Peter Leberman
Bob Longo
Stephen Luparello
Peter Mallory
Ben Mathis
Grant McGuire
Randy Minchew
Bob Moot
Chris Nalley
Cindy Nelson
Andy Nelson
Jane North
Warren Nowlin
Dave Pace
Mike Pace
Rob Parker
David Pennington
Jay Powers
Laurie Rachford
Kevin Rardin
Joy Rattray
Dan Riley
Gordon Robertson
Frank Rogers
John Ruggiero
Andrew Sanders
Myra Sanderson
Ginny Schmult
Chuck Schwab
Steve Schweller
Tommy Shepherd
James Simpson
Marty Smith
Bill Spalding
Lever Stewart
Dona Szak
John Tatooles
Al Tibbetts
Andrea Toliver
David Treat
Doug Ulrich
Solly Van Meter
Ariel Vannier
Susan Voorhees
Craig Walker
Shelley Weinberg
Stephanie Whitman
Craig Wood
Kelly Wrenn
Heather Young